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Executive

Summary

This project explored the possibilities for the use of Machine Learning and Data Analytics

to improve the maintenance of tunnel infrastructure .The focus within the application of

ML and DA for tunnel maintenance in this project is on geotechnical subsidence within

submerged tunnels. The following is a summary of the key findings and outcomes.

Key Findings:

● Geotechnical Settlement

The original focus of the project was to ascertain whether Machine Learning or

Data Analytics could be used to assess and predict the future geotechnical

settlements of a tunnel. However due to the slow progress of these phenomena,

the relatively young state of the infrastructure, and thus lack of long term data,

the team assessed the use of machine learning for such an analysis as unsuitable.

Therefore the project focus became broader to explore all areas of tunnel

management and maintenance. Thus the following projects were highlighted as

having high potential.

Potential Projects:

The following is a summary of the potential machine learning projects that our team

envisages can be implemented to aid tunnel asset managers in making maintenance

decisions.



● Clustering Analysis to categorize and group different tunnel structures based on

settlement response. This will aid in identifying potential shared characteristics

and risks between tunnels.

● Crack Detection (and other visual phenomena) in tunnel structures from image \

video data using convolutional neural networks.

● Anomaly Detection by monitoring the signal data from tunnel sensors such as tilt

sensors on section joints, we can detect abnormal phenomena earlier than

traditional monitoring methods. This for instance can be used during construction

processes on tunnel systems, to detect tunnel movement; for instance, when

adjacent tunnels are constructed, or other structures close to the tunnel. It is

highlighted in this memo that it is our ambition to use such techniques with the

data attained during the construction of the 2nd Coen tunnel.

Other Considerations:

● Amount of Data. The data required to sufficiently train machine learning

techniques is large. Currently the monitoring regimes are often documented by

hand and measured only on a yearly basis. The amount of data required is

dependent on a combination of technique and phenomena being measured.

For instance, to detect the onset of anomalous settlement within the tunnel

structure, requires data sampled at a sufficient rate to detect the onset preferably

with multiple instances of the anomalous readings. If the phenomena can cause

total failure within the sampling time (i.e. time between measurements), then this

would be insufficient.

For the more visual methods described visual data of similar phenomena (eg:

cracks, etc) in similar materials and under similar lighting conditions are required.

However as these data could potentially be taken from images from alternative

but similar structures, the need for images of in-situ failures is not strikingly

necessary and data is already abundant.

Conclusions and Follow up:

● The projects concluded that, although there is no clear need for Machine Learning

or advanced data analytics in the analysis of geotechnical settlement phenomena,

there are several applications within the tunnel maintenance and decision-making

area which could significantly benefit from the use of Machine Learning (Some of

which were presented in this report. See potential projects).

● It is also a recommendation of this project that further collaboration is organized

between stakeholders, domain experts (both Machine Learning and Tunneling)

and the COB, through the use of hackathons and workshops to discuss and

co-create tailored solutions to the problems that stakeholders and tunnel asset

managers face.
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Introduction Tunnel renovations require more and more attention. Experience shows that in such

projects significant budget overruns and delays are the rule rather than the exception.

Moreover, the resulting disruption in these critical parts of transport networks have a large

economic and societal impact. And it is noted that over thirty tunnels will reach the end of

their (theoretical) lifespan in Belgium and the Netherlands alone, and will have to be

replaced or renovated between 2019 and 2030.

The COB tunnel renovation program, in 2020 mainly supported by Rijkswaterstaat, aims at

a situation in which the actual scope of maintenance or renovation of tunnels can be

reliably determined. Moreover, an ambitious objective is to achieve that ultimately 80% of

the renovation task must be able to be carried out during regular management and

maintenance. Amongst others, that requires knowledge gaps to be reduced.

This memorandum constitutes a final deliverable of the Instrumentation work package,

jointly carried out by Deltares and TNO. One of the tasks, working on developments

towards the use of Advanced data analyses & Al techniques in tunnel maintenance, is a

preliminary study into the potential of these techniques in tunnel maintenance workflows.

This project is a smaller task contributing to a larger work package containing 3 other sub
tasks that support tunnel owners with tools that enable to improve the scope and the
planning ahead of renovation works during regular maintenance:

1. Knowledge Retainment System
2. Intake Information Template
3. Data-enhanced modelling
4. Advanced data analyses & Al techniques

However the tasks are all interlinked, with the first 2 aiding the last 2 tasks in the long
term. Figure 1 shows how the task of Advanced data analyses & Al techniques aligns in
our envisaged workflow for developing decision making tools for asset owners and tunnel
stakeholders.

Figure 1: An illustration of how the task fits into the larger work package and aids the development of

decisions making tools.

Data is gathered from the tunnels, using remote sensing, and other techniques, either
conventional data (such as tilt sensors or displacement gauge) or unconventional (such as
video or photographs). Our task involves taking such data to help aid in answering critical
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maintenance questions for stakeholders, helping to see questions earlier and more
accurately, to reduce risk, downtime and costs.

Tasks 1 and 2 will help to gather not only the data to answer the questions posed, but in

the case of the knowledge retention system in Task 1, will also provide insight into the

problems faced by stakeholders, and allow data scientists to explore possible solutions

with the available data more quickly.

It should be noted that Task 3: Data-enhanced modelling, uses data assimilation to
calibrate a Finite Element Model of a tunnel to predict its future settlements, while Task 4:
Advanced data analyses & Al techniques explores the use of data, data analysis techniques
and artificial intelligence to predict geotechnical settlements, and to explore potential
solutions to other tunnel maintenance issues.

Although Machine Learning and Data Analytics for tunnel structural health management is

in its infancy, the techniques explored have been successfully used in other areas of

science and engineering to great success. Some instance are:

● Anomaly Detection used in Mechanics to detect bearing damage and failure.

● Image segmentation to detect tumours in cancer patients from CT scans, road

structural condition from videos, or cracks in building surfaces. This type of

technology is also used in maintenance inspection of bridges

(www.bridgebrains.ai)

These examples and others were the motivations to explore this area in the field of tunnel

maintenance management.

This memorandum documents the findings of the team, regarding the current availability

of data for tunnels in general in the Netherlands and its suitability for use with the latest

Machine Learning and Data Analytics techniques.

It concludes with a few concrete use case proposals for using Machine Learning and Data

Analytics to support tunnel maintenance related activities and outlining the potential of

these techniques for tunnel maintenance in general.

Collaboration While the team was trying to assess the available data and current position of AI, ML and
Data Analysis within the SHM of tunnels, we were also actively seeking collaboration from
a number of parties.

We had contact with Dr Wout Broere and Prof. Ken Gavin at TU Delft who oversee the
“Future Proof Tunnels”. The contact was initially for an alignment in terms of conclusions,
knowledge and data, while we discussed the data with Dr Broere and his team to share
observations and potentially take steps towards a stronger collaboration. The meetings
were very fruitful and were useful to provide alternative viewpoints on subjects, attaining
to potential use cases, asset management problems and the availability of data.

We also discussed the project with Dr Giorgia Giardina from TU Delft, who is working on
similar ML and AI topics, and has experience with tunnel projects using data. However her
experience is predominantly using InSAR and satellite data, which as discussed later is
applicable to other tunnels, but perhaps not the focus of this project, where submerged
tunnels seem to be the focus. That said, it could however be a valuable tool in assessing
the impact on adjacent unsubmerged structures associated with tunnels. If moving
forward the stakeholders were to become more international then it would be arguable
that the needs to broaden the number of tunnel types would enhance the project and
provide a greater insight into the methods, and issues surrounding tunnels.
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Moving forward we would also require greater interaction with the asset owners in
particular a discussion over the problems and issues they encounter. Although late in the
project the group had some interactions in discussing the 2nd Coen Tunnel (See Coen
Tunnel Data and Analysis), the group feels that further interaction with other stakeholders
would be essential. It is also envisaged that the knowledge retention systems developed in
Task 1 is likely to play a role in identifying these stakeholders. Interaction with asset
owners, would enable us to identify specific issues and broaden the scope of the WP to
identify areas where AI/ML/DA can provide added value.

We would also like the involvement of the COB members who have previously delved into
this field further and to share experience.

Data The data that has been provided to the group from various sources is defined in the table
below. It should be noted that, due to the nature of this work package in respect to the
others within the wider project, this data may be limited to settlement \ deformation data.

Tunnel Measurement
Reports

Drawings Settlement Data
(per tunnel)

2e Heinenoordtunnel (boortunnel) X
1e Beneluxtunnel X X X
2e Beneluxtunnel X
Botlektunnel X
Coentunnel X X
Drechttunnel X X X
Heinenoordtunnel X X
Kiltunnel X X X
Nieuwe Botlektunnel X
Noordtunnel X X X
Roertunnel X
Schipholtunnels X X
Sijtwendetunnel X
Swalmentunnel X
Thomassentunnel (Calandtunnel) X X
Velsertunnel X X X
Vlaketunnel X X X
Wijkertunnel X X X
Zeeburgertunnel X X

On first inspection it appears that most of this data is contained within inspection reports,
or academic analysis of the tunnels, with no automatic, high sampling rate (Remote
Sensing) data.

Furthermore it appears that this data is taken from mainly manual inspections at, by and
large, yearly intervals. This was confirmed in conversation with Wout Broere (TU Delft),
who led the NWO research proposal ‘Future Proof Tunnels’ and now leads work package D
(scientific embedding) of the COB tunnel renovation program.

Mostly the data is taken for displacements (translation, settlement, tilting) along the
tunnel at irregular time intervals of approximately one year, although this may be more
frequent immediately post construction, lengthening as the construction settles. In terms
of a construction, a tunnel may be considered well monitored and documented, i.e.
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multiple points are regularly taken and expertly analyzed for displacement, and possible
maintenance issues.

However some issues can be taken from this data which would limit the amount of data
analysis and techniques that could be applied in terms of Structural Health Monitoring
(SHM):

● The amount of data is limited. Typically for “pure” 1machine learning and data

driven methods the amount of data needs to be abundant and sufficiently

diverse with respect to the parameter ranges that, for a particular response,

have previously been observed in a multitude of combinations. For the data

provided, in this case for displacement, this is not the case. This lack of data will

make it difficult, or even impossible, to conclude anything robustly, or even

statistically. The team has read reports which indicate that the settlements could

be correlated with groundwater temperature, groundwater levels, or both, but it

could be hard to conclude given the limited data, using a data driven approach.

That said, using advanced numerical models and expert input such conclusions

may be observed.

This lack of data for suitable problems or system responses, is a problem.
Collectively across the many tunnels it might be considered that we have
sufficient data to provide some feedback, however data across all tunnels is still
limited, the data from the various tunnels may not be comparable, due to their
situation, geotechnical conditions and construction. However below we highlight
a clustering analysis which may open further opportunities to explore this data in
a collective manner. (See Clustering Analysis)

● The sampling rate ( ≈ 1 year ) in terms of geotechnical settlement is sufficient

when considering geotechnical timespans, however in terms of providing an

early warning of an impending maintenance issue this would mean that these

systems could potentially only detect anomalies with issues that occur over large

timespans, and the added value of such systems would be questionable.

Also this sampling rate does not allow for noise reduction. There is error and

noise in any data or recording, either automatically or manually measured. This

is due to a number of factors including ever changing conditions, equipment

error, human error, etc. With high sampling rates these errors can be removed,

with averaging. In Geotechnical assessments, such as displacement, these errors,

or noise, can be as large as the true measurement. For instance with InSAR data

it is often observed that settlement data between different passes differ in their

directions.

Equally this “noise” data can also be indicative of a failure within a system and

may not be noise, for instance, if you can imagine tilt sensors over tunnels joints,

traffic loads would create settlement\displacement “noise”, however if you were

to filter the geotechnical settlement from this data (i.e. the average) the scale of

the noise would be indicative of the movement due to these loads, and as such

the integrity of the joint.

1 Solely relying on data without explicitly considering any physics.
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Ideally more frequent sampling rates measured would be of greater benefit to

our algorithms. However it should be noted that the sampling rates required to

detect, or predict, a particular phenomena are linked to that phenomena. To that

end until we have greater clarity in the problem, or associated tunnel responses

this sampling rate will be difficult to judge and justify. Providing increased

sampling rates, and increased amounts of data for training purposes, will

increase opportunities to capture the onset of failure, or issues, earlier.

● Lack of failures is also a problem in terms of machine learning, it is impossible to

validate a system where there is a lack of the response you are trying to predict.

For instance, although joint failure, leaking, etc. occurs the phenomena is,

thankfully, few and far between. Also it is difficult to incorporate the remedial

measures taken into our data sets. A repaired or remedied issue will have

different responses to the original structure. Equally the implementation of any

early warning system will, hopefully reduce, these failures further, thus reducing

the amount of subsequent data further.

Other Data
Sources

The team also tried to evaluate the use of other sources of available data for settlement,
temperature etc. in order to provide some insight into the geotechnical impact of
tunneling. However as is obvious the majority of tunnels in the Netherlands are immersed
and as such settlements ascertained from, for instance, InSAR are only applicable at the
openings of such tunnels. This data is of course of use, however would not answer many of
the more critical questions associated with Dutch tunnel maintenance. However if the
project expands to Cut and Cover, or bored, tunnels inland then these measurements
become more applicable.

We have also found a number of sources of data that can be used as additional information
for the conditions at various times, that are not necessarily measured by the tunnel
operators such as:

● CPT \ Borehole data (DinoLoket and BRO)

● Water temperature

● Traffic Load

● Groundwater

● Tidal variation

● Outside Environment e.g. atmospheric temperatures

● Precipitation (Amount of water removed from the pumping chambers)

● River depths and morphology (CoVadem project)

These additional sources of data will be valuable in combination with tunnel specific data

to provide an assessment of correlations between tunnel response and situation \

condition data. However it will be difficult to combine this frequent data with the tunnel

data currently measured on a yearly basis. Moving forward this knowledge may extend

knowledge and understanding of the phenomena contributing to these types of failure

which would aid in the design and construction of tunnels and would provide indicators for

early warning systems to detect the onset of problems.

Initial Evaluation Early in the project, prior to receiving the data from the 1st and 2nd Coen tunnels, we
deemed that the initial scope of (geotechnical) long term settlement detection and
prediction was too narrow, considering the amount of suitable data available, and the
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team identified no opportunities to move forward. Therefore the scope of the work was
enlarged, to explore potential use cases for tunnels.

With more data it would also be possible to assess the seasonal impacts of tunnel climate
on these displacements from a data analytical standpoint, which could provide greater
insight into the causal effects between parameters and the system response. We would be
able to carry out detailed feature analysis on the system to measure the impact that
variations on a multitude of parameters, such as water levels, tides, traffic and
temperature has on the structural response. These analyses would give a better insight to
allow for tunneling professionals to give more importance to these parameters in design or
modelling.

It should be noted that this initial evaluation was based on the data available to the group
at the time of the assessment and also based on the use cases of submerged tunnels.
Submerged tunnels however have limited publicly available data, and predominantly rely
on those measures taken by asset owners, however other tunnel situations beyond the
scope of this project, such as cut and cover tunnels or bored tunnels, beneath land, can,
for instance, use publicly available satellite data to assess displacements more regularly,
and provide information not only above the tunnel but in its surroundings. This data is also
available historically so it is possible to measure the continuing impact of the tunnel on its
surroundings.

It is a recommendation of this task that, to reflect the international composition of the
wider project, that the tunnel scope be enlarged to include all tunnel configurations. In
doing so it is the Authors’ belief that lessons can be learned for all tunnel types.

Coen Tunnel Data
and Analysis

Later in the project, the group received delivery of displacement data for the Coen Tunnel,
where deformation data has been recorded automatically (approx. every 15 minutes)
before and during the construction of the second Coen tunnel. Although this data was
usable and the use of anomaly detection highlighted as a potential technique (see below),
the budget and time remaining in this current initial investigation is restrictive, and as such
this case is earmarked as a follow up case, in future projects. It should be noted that to
analyze this data would require the processing and cleaning of the raw data into a dataset;
some feature analysis to understand the sensitive measurements in the dataset, followed
by the training and validation of an anomaly detection system. This system will then be
executed using the data recorded from the subsequent building period of the 2nd tunnel,
to assess if expected anomalies would have been detected, such as the start of
construction.

This data was recorded in the 1st Coen Tunnel, in response to the building of the second.
This further highlights a current issue that although the value of sensing data is clear, it is
only under envisaged risk situations and circumstances that such measures are
implemented and taken, and is not usually taken in the normal operation of such tunnels.

This data was used in assessing the settlement (See reports Kirstein 2010 a,b,c) by
developing a settlement criteria, which if breached would have stopped the construction
of the second tunnel to allow further investigation. The approach was straightforward,
measurements from prior to construction were used to form the basis for expected
movements, both in terms of weekly and yearly fluctuations (See Figure 2).
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Figure 2: An illustration of tunnel displacement fluctuations throughout a year (Kirstein 2010 b)

The system was developed to provide an automated alert if a measurement from the
tunnel exceeded these expectations.

From discussions regarding the Coen tunnels with Bart Duijvestijn (Arcadis) and Alex
Kristein (K_Dekker), it was noted that this simple anomaly detection system was activated
5 times during the construction, and on each occasion was deemed to be an error in the
measurement, rather than a real measure of displacement, and construction could
proceed.

This collaboration was particularly helpful and is the basis for the proposed test case in the
Anomaly Detection technique proposed in the Exploratory section of this memo. It is
thought that by using multiple measurements of various kinds, such as tilt and
displacement sensors, a multi-dimensional anomaly detection tool, would provide a more
robust early warning of such deformations, and provide fewer false positives than the
simpler system used.

Although this analysis does explore the use of geotechnical displacements on the tunnel, it
is from the loading of the soil from other sources, where the fear of rapid onset
displacement in the corresponding tunnel was viable. This is a slightly wider scope than
previously envisaged by the team, as this includes known external loading and larger
displacements. As the response of the tunnel is more rapid than with simple geotechnical
consolidation and settlement over time with self weight, this makes it suitable for the
techniques proposed.

Exploration In lieu of more specific maintenance issues, or the decisions required, the following
exploratory ideas provide some initial ideas of some directions that could be taken moving
forward. The general idea behind these tools is to provide additional knowledge to experts
to allow them to make better and faster maintenance decisions. With a clearer insight into
maintenance issues, from asset owners and stakeholder, we would be able to move
forward with clearer aims, and tailor these, or other approaches, more appropriately.

● Clustering Analysis

(Medium Term - Machine Learning Development)

Challenge In practice the tunnel construction of varying types are similar

although the environments in which the tunnels are built can vary widely.

Therefore it is often difficult to predict if one tunnel will behave similarly to

another or not.
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Proposal By using time series clustering analysis, it is possible to measure how

similar the behaviour of a tunnel and it’s data is from another, and to thus assess

the behaviors and how remedial measures will help similar tunnels, etc.

Figure 3: An example analysis of clustering using Hierarchical Clustering with Euclidean

Distance.

Added value This analysis will allow us to categorize the tunnels analysed by

response and as such we will be able, for instance, to use multiple similar tunnels

to produce datasets of similar responses, investigate tunnel responses more

effectively, consider remedial measures in a more targeted way, and provide

researchers with better indications and correlations between cause and effects.

Requirements To do this we would require time series data from similar sensors,

in similar positions in each tunnel, ideally from periods of the same age. From this

data we would be able to carry out the time series clustering.

Scope In our initial analysis we would concentrate on a single type of response

from the tunnels, likely to be deformation. From this we could provide a clustering

analysis which will show which tunnels move similarly throughout the year, or

through time. From this we can then provide a feature analysis showing the

environmental or tunnel specific variables that these clustered groups have in

common, as well as common failures that have occurred in these clusters. This will

provide additional insight into the reasons behind tunnel responses. Furthermore

the data of these grouped tunnels can then be considered together, thus

providing larger datasets for analysis.

● ML for Leak \ Crack Detection and Change Monitoring

(Short Term - Machine Learning  Development)

Challenge Inspections performed by humans are time consuming, guided by

assumptions (based on experience!) and subject to inaccuracies. For instance,

think about attention fatigue when performing a repeated task and differences

between inspectors.
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Proposal We propose to use machine learning (deep learning) to automatically

detect leakages and cracks in tunnels from images and videos. Moreover, we

propose to use a variant of the same technology to monitor the evolution of the

detected leakages and cracks over time. The data set obtained by such a system

could serve as the input for anomaly detection algorithms (see the next use

application proposal).

Added value The main advantages of the proposed system are: (i) more accurate

and consistent in time measurements; (ii) monitoring is less expensive and time

consuming than performed by humans; (iii) can enable further analysis and unlock

additional gain by providing a systemic and programatically processable database,

e.g. using a crack growth database in anomaly detection.

Requirements The proposed deep learning based technology has been proven in

many fields (Liu et al. 2020), including damage detection in structures (Alipur et al.

2019). The two main requirements are deep learning expertise and relevant

labelled data. We have in-house experts with hands-on knowledge with deep

learning, including structural engineering related applications. Relevant labelled

data should be collected and we consider it the most human labor intensive task

in this proposal. A labelled data point in our case would be for example an

annotated image of a cracked concrete tunnel wall.

Scope Initially we propose to focus on one particular type of element, e.g.

concrete structural walls of tunnels, and one particular damage or damage

indicator type linked to leakage, e.g. cracks. Extension to other element types and

damage types is not expected to bring new challenges besides the data gathering

and labelling requirements. However, we expect that information gained with

certain types could be partially used for new ones so the effort is expected to

decrease by extending to new but not completely different types.

Budget estimate If labelled data was available it is estimated that a first prototype

deep learning model for crack detection in concrete tunnel walls could be

developed from about 50k €.

Additional details A few years ago, state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms

have reached human-level performance in object detection (Krizhevsky et al. 2012),

some even surpassed human-level performance in these tasks (He et al. 2015).

Since crack and leakage detection is not a qualitatively different task from those

considered in the cited papers, we have high confidence that comparable

performance can be achieved in our domain as well.

Figure 4-An illustration of defect detection in a concrete bridge girder using (a) image
classification; (b) object detection; and (c) semantic segmentation (Alipur et al. 2019).

Advances in Machine Vision, for instance those in segmentation analysis, using

Convolutional Neural Networks and Autoencoder Decoders, have managed to

help detect the onset of cracking leakage earlier. By training these networks using
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labelled images, or frames of videos, these algorithms are able to detect visual

features from frames of interest.

Figure 5-An example of an autoencoder-decoder for flaw detection.

An Autoencoder Decoder is a series of convolutional layers (see Figure 5) which

encode the data according to some label feature, before decoding to produce an

alternative representation of the data, i.e. in this case the image highlighting the

crack, or anomaly. It works by weighting the influence of some image collection of

pixels when a label object is present, thus it is able to determine that a collection

of pixels constitutes a particular object, i.e. a crack. (See Protopapadakis et al,

2019)

This technique has been used for many years in automated cars, number plate

recognition, medical imagery inspection and has a multitude of engineering

applications, where from video inspections faults and issues can be detected

rapidly and earlier than by manual processes. It has currently been used in tunnel

SHM systems and in practice, for crack and leak detection, in now only the

structures but road surfaces for instance. These techniques can be trained to

detect most “distinct” visually observable flaws or maintenance issues.

In terms of timeframe this could be provided in the shorter term, given a number

of labelled images or video frames indicating the phenomena to be observed. A

crucial part of the training process is the access to sufficient label images, and is

by far the most time consuming component of this process.

● Anomaly Detection
(Medium Term - Machine Learning Development)

Challenge Automatic detection of anomalous deformations, or within sensed
data, in tunnels. In the medium term, i.e. when there is an abundance of data, but
few observed failures, one possible technique that can be employed in almost real
time is Anomaly Detection. These methods monitor the incoming signals of
various measures, i.e. tilt sensors, and when one or more of these measures send
a measure that is not “normal” the system highlights an anomaly.

Proposal Automatic processing of multiple sensor time-series data for tunnel

motion to determine if deformations are posing a safety risk.

This on the face of it seems very easy, however the algorithms involved do this
multidimensionally (Figure 6), determining what is normal, what is acceptable
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noise and in the case of more advanced systems providing some indication of the
problem associated with the anomaly signature observed.

Figure 6- Illustration of multidimensional aspect of detecting anomalies

These techniques are employed in many fields, particularly in mechanics, where
anomaly detection from vibration sensors can pinpoint bearing failure earlier than
traditional methods (See Riazi et al, 2019) which can result in failures. Note that
in the example shown in Figure 7 the algorithm predicts earlier than expected that
an anomaly will occur.

Figure 7 - Illustration of a simple anomaly detection process

Added value The following maintenance benefits can be envisaged from the

proposed tool:

● Reduce false alarms from conventional anomaly detection methods.
● Early warnings if sensors detect worrying changes in the deformations, or

other phenomena.

Scope It is proposed that a follow up project could use the data taken previously
from the Coen Tunnel, and by using this technique, we should be able to pinpoint
known anomalies such as the starting of the construction of the second tunnel, or
other noted problems. It is also hoped that the system when running would not
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provide the 5 false anomalies observed by the original team. To test the tool
adequately it is proposed that the team tries to answer the following questions
from the Coen data:
● When did construction begin and end ?
● When was the trench between the tunnels filled ? (thus was it affecting

displacement ?)
● When were the stoppages in construction, due to the false anomalies or

other known stoppages ?

By detecting these changes in local activities and environment within the data, it
will provide confidence that the methodology is capable of (early) detection of
problematic phenomena.

Data Requirements Although in the case of the Coen tunnel displacement data is
available every 15 minutes in multiple locations and of types, this initial project
will be able to provide an indication of the amount, and frequency, of data
required for such a system to be trained adequately, and to provide the warnings
early enough to prevent further damage or issues.

These are just some of the potential areas the group are exploring and through
consultation these areas can be expanded.

As it becomes clearer what questions and problems the assets owners have, or their
priorities, perhaps through entries in the Knowledge Retaining System developed in Task 1.
We will be able to provide data driven solutions to answers to these questions, and advise
further on the potential data required, how and when to record it and expected outcomes,
to improve decision making. It is recommended that this is achieved through the use of
hackathons and workshops, where stakeholders and domain experts co-create tools,
applications and models using machine learning and data science techniques, in
cooperation from the posed issues and problems through to solution.

Conclusions \
Continuation

This document briefly lays out the initial findings of the team.

Currently the project has assessed the data that has been provided and has concluded that
few or no techniques can be applied with regards long term geotechnical settlements
under self loading, consolidation and settlement, neither those proposed and currently
implemented by tunnel operators, nor those that our team could propose ourselves. This is
primarily due to the long term nature of geotechnical settlement. However with more
displacement data, some conclusions may be reached regarding correlations between
environmental factors and monthly or yearly observed phenomena.

Due to the initial assessment that there is limited scope to develop the AI, ML and Data
Analytics approaches, the team expanded their scope to find other potential use cases
within the structural health monitoring of tunnels. The ideas should provide tunnel
operators and constructors with a vision of what is possible, and what data and
measurements would be required in order to achieve this in the coming year. The section
entitled Exploration gives some of our initial ideas of the direction these techniques might
take, and how they may, or have already, been applied in tunnel SHM, or other similar
fields.

Further to this we recommend that collaboration and exploration of the field between all
stakeholder experts is furthered through the use of workshops and hackathons to explore
and co-create new models, tools and applications to aid within the field.
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Appendix A : Other proposed Activities beyond the scope of this project

The focus of this work has predominantly been exploratory. However, during the course of the project the

team had several ideas to stimulate discussions, with the intention to bring the field of Machine Learning

and Data Analytics to the attention of stakeholders within the field of tunnel maintenance, and to assess

the needs, practices and problems faced in the field for which potential solutions could be aligned.

Workshop To stimulate discussion and ownership (?) it should be a dialogue, we propose and show
the potential of several techniques we will propose and the required data, and in this
workshop we must take into consideration the impacts and issues that the stakeholders,
such as asset managers will have in this regard.

I have heard consistently in other construction fields that the collection and storage of
this data is costly, yet it is still unproven that doing such will help reduce risks or costs. In
this regard it is a part of our role to manage expectation, being realistic, but to illustrate
the possibilities this field opens to them.

Further to this, given the context of the current project, that we as a work package would
prefer our own platform at the November meeting to discuss this theme, it varies
significantly from the other work packages, which could dominate a joint platform and
give little time to discuss our package. Further it is also important for us that the correct
audience is present in our discussions, that means not only those with a geotechnical
expertise, but those from the fields of remote sensing and of course data science,
machine learning and artificial intelligence.

Hackathons Another possibility to interact with the tunneling community and stakeholders, is to

conduct a hackathon. These hackathons bring together multi-disciplinary groups to

provide, in a set period of time (a day or afternoon, for instance), a solution to a posed

problem or question.

These semi competitive events often provide insights into different aspects of the

problem, increasing understanding being stakeholders and often culminating with well

round solutions, or ideas, that can be taken into practice.

The solution to such problems do not necessarily have to come from a particular area of

expertise such as AI, all solutions are welcome.

This option would of course require far greater planning and coordination than previously

expected in our work package. It would also require the posing of a more specific

question, which in the context of the current work package is elusive and requires greater

interaction with experts and asset managers and owners as laid out previously in this

document.
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